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What is the challenge?
▷ limits to our understanding of the potential economic impact of
climate change

▷ multiple sources of uncertainty
◦ geosciences: CO2 emissions today impact the future climate
◦ economics: climate change in the future alters economic
opportunities and social well-being

◦ policy: private sector faces uncertain policy responses
◦ technology: greener technologies will be available in the
future
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Uncertainty tradeoffs

▷ How much weight do we assign to:
◦ best guesses
◦ potentially bad outcomes

when designing policy?
▷ Do we act now, or do we wait until we learn more?
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What we are aiming for
A computationally tractable methods for exploring subjective
uncertainty including potential model misspecification and ambiguity
across models.

Goals:
▷ assess the impact of uncertainty on climate policy outcomes
▷ isolate the forms of uncertainty that are most consequential for
these outcomes.
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Draw on concepts and tools from:

I. Decision theory under uncertainty
II. Robust extensions of stochastic control theory supported by
computation
III. Asset pricing applied to social valuation
In the last part segment of my talk, I will explore a:
IV. Climate change example
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I. Decision theory under uncertainty
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What types of uncertainty are
relevant?

▷ risk: (uncertainty within a model) uncertain outcomes with
known probabilities. Each model has explicit random impulses

▷ ambiguity: (uncertainty across models) uncertain subjective
weights to assign to alternative models. Multiple models give
rise to alternative interpretations of evidence and with different
implications

▷ misspecification: (uncertainty about models) each model is an
abstraction and not intended to be a complete description of
reality
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Observations

▷ relaxations of Savage-style axiomatic formulations in the
economics literature open the door to embracing a broader notion
of uncertainty than risk

▷ distinctions between likelihoods and priors and the resulting
sources of ambiguity are blurred in economics literature but are
central to the statistics literature

▷ our interest is to distinguish concerns about potential likelihood
misspecification from robust prior analysis
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Anscombe-Aumann

▷ preferences defined over acts
▷ act: states→ probabilities over outcomes

In a static framework, we presume:
▷ a state is a parameter value that indexes a particular model
▷ each model induces a probability distribution over outcomes
▷ a probability distribution over “states” is a prior distribution

Observation: a model for us conditions on the unknown parameter
value
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Static decision theory
Consider a parameterized model of a random vector with realization
w:

ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

where ∫
W
ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w) = 1

and θ ∈ Θ and Θ is a parameter space. Place a baseline prior
distribution πo over Θ and consider a “decision rule” γ(w).

Θ can be infinite dimensional

The outcome of decisions are within a restricted set of functions. For
instance, γ(w) = Γ(d,w) for d ∈ D. γ(w) is an uncertain outcome of
a decision.
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Subjective expected utility

Represent preferences over γ using∫
Θ

[∫
W
u[γ(w)]ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

]
dπo(θ)
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Potential misspecification
Condition on a specific θ.

▷ Let m(w | θ) ≥ 0 inM satisfy:∫
W
m(w | θ)ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w) = 1

▷ Let ϕm be a convex function with ϕm(1) = 0 and ϕ′′
m(1) = 1

(normalization). Consider the divergence measure∫
W
ϕm[m(w | θ)]ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w) ≥ 0.

(We often use relative entropy: ϕm(m) = m logm.)
▷ Replace ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w) with m(w | θ)ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w) and
explore consequences.
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Relative entropy
The function

ϕm(m) = m logm

This function is convex and equal to zero for m = 1. By Jensen’s
Inequality ∫

W
[logm(w | θ)]m(w | θ)ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w) ≥ 0.

when ∫
W
[m(w | θ)]ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w) = 1.

Note: relative entropy is a commonly used measure of statistical
divergence based on likelihood ratios
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Variational preferences
Rank alternative γ’s conditioned on θ by solving:

min
m∈M

∫
W
(u[γ(w)]m(w | θ) + ξmϕm[m(w | θ)]) ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

for ξm > 0.

▷ Incorporate potential misspecification concerns.
▷ Close links to versions of “robust control theory.”
▷ Abstract from model ambiguity
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Prior divergence

▷ Let πo be a baseline prior.
▷ Consider alternative priors of the form dπ(θ) = n(θ)dπo(θ) for
n ∈ N where

∫
Θ n(θ)dπo(θ) = 1.

▷ Let ϕp be a convex function with ϕp(1) = 0 and ϕ′′
p(1) = 1

(normalization).
Represent preferences over γ using:

min
n∈N

∫
Θ

(∫
W
u[γ(w)]ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

)
n(θ)dπo(θ)

+ ξp

∫
Θ
ϕp[n(θ)]dπo(θ)
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Robust Bayes with model
misspecification I

▷ Posit a family of priors Π
▷ Represent preferences over γ using:

min
π∈Π

min
m∈M

∫
Θ

(∫
W
u[γ(w)]m(w | θ)ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

)
dπ(θ)

+ ξm

∫
Θ

(∫
W
ϕm[m(w | θ)]ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

)
dπ(θ)

▷ Observe that the divergence contribution is zero whenever m = 1
for some prior π ∈ Π.
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Robust Bayes with model
misspecification II

▷ Let πo be a reference prior and consider alternatives n(θ)dπo(θ).
▷ Represent preferences over γ using:

min
n∈N

min
m∈M

∫
Θ

(∫
W
u[γ(w)]m(w | θ)ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

)
n(θ)dπo(θ)

+ ξm

∫
Θ

(∫
W
ϕm[m(w | θ)]ℓ(w | θ)dτo(w)

)
n(θ)dπo(θ)

+ ξp

∫
Θ
ϕp[n(θ)]dπo(θ)

▷ Joint divergence over (m, n).
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Dynamics
Use conditional counterparts to the previous analysis

▷ explore the consequences of misspecifying the Markov transition
dynamics - introduce positive martingales as potential changes in
probabilities

▷ explore the consequences of misspecifying the priors/posteriors
over alternative parameters - again with positive martingales

▷ address dynamic consistency
◦ recursive construction of potential conditional probabilities
over alternative models

◦ recursive construction of statistical divergences and their set
counterpart

Hansen-Sargent (JET, 2022) exposes and confronts the tension
between dynamic consistency and admissibility
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II. Robust Extensions of Stochastic
Control Theory
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Formal approach I

▷ two-player zero-sum differential game
◦ stochastic differential equations for state evolution
◦ one player is a “fictitious planner” engaged in maximizing
social well-being

◦ another player investigates the adverse consequences of
uncertainty about probabilistic inputs through minimization

▷ use a recursive version “relative entropy” to limit or bound the
probabilistic uncertainty

▷ use numerical PDE methods along with some extra twists for
computations
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Formal approach II

▷ Entertain uncertainty about probabilities from multiple sources
▷ Pose formally a stochastic control problem that includes two
penalty parameters
◦ ambiguity over how to weight alternative models
◦ potential model misspecification

▷ Solve a max-min dynamic decision problem with two outputs:
◦ an altered probability specification that isolates the
uncertainty components that are most consequential

◦ a decision rule that performs well for a range of alternative
probability specifications
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Potential misspecification

▷ State evolution with small shocks:

dXt = µx(Xt,At)dt+ σx(Xt,At)dWt

where A is decision process.
▷ Altered probability:

dWt = Htdt+ dWH
t

with dWH
t a Brownian increment under the change of measure.

Minimization includes searching over H subject to a penalty:

ξm
2
|Ht|2
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Uncertain priors

▷ State evolution with small shocks:

dXt = µx(Xt,At, θ)dt+ σx(Xt,At)dWt

where A is decision process and θ an unknown parameter vector
▷ Altered probability: take dQt(θ) as a baseline prior distribution
and use ∫

µx(Xt,At, θ)nt(θ)dQt(θ)

as the drift in recursive max-min problem

Minimization includes searching over nt subject to a penalty:

ξp

∫
Θ
nt(θ) log nt(θ)dQt(θ)

where
∫
nt(θ)dQt(θ) = 1.
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State evolution with large shocks
X is a Markov process

▷ jump probability over a time interval ϵ: ϵI(x) where I is the
jump intensity

▷ jump distribution conditioned on a jump occurring: dP(x̃ | x)
To explore robustness we consider changes in both the jump intensity
and the jump distribution subject to penalization
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Penalization
We use “relative entropy”

▷ expected logarithm of the density ratio
▷ common in applied mathematics and statistics
▷ allows us to exploit familiar density factorizations

Large penalty parameters imply a small degree of ambiguity or model
misspecification aversion
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How much uncertainty aversion?
We have (two) penalty parameters that dictate the uncertainty
aversion. Direct interpretation of their magnitude is challenging.
Instead we follow the lead of “robust Bayesian statisicians.”

In what circumstances is a minimax solution reasonable? I
suggest that it is reasonable if and only if the least favorable
initial distribution is reasonable according to your body of
beliefs. Irving J. Good (1952)

Report implied probability distortions for alternative penalizations
and quantify their magnitude. Same probabilities are used for social
valuation.
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III. Asset pricing for social valuation
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Uncertain climate economics

▷ climate sensitivity - the temperature responses to changes in
emissions

▷ environmental tipping points - potentially dramatic consequences
triggered after crossing a temperature anomaly threshold

▷ damages and adaptation - economic and social consequences of
climate change

SCC (social cost of carbon): carbon emissions alter the climate,
which in turn impacts economic opportunities and social well-being in
the future giving rise to a social adverse cash flow
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What does asset valuation provide?

Asset pricing theory: how do markets assess the investment
opportunities in the face of uncertain future net payoffs?

▷ “assets” include financial, physical, human, organizational and
environmental “capital”

▷ associated with each asset is a prospective sequence of net
payoffs to investments (payoffs can be negative)

▷ apply these tools to social instead of market valuation!!

Think of the SCC as an asset with adverse social “cash flow”
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Social cost of carbon (SCC)
Adverse consequences of climate change play out over time in
uncertain ways.

▷ The SCC seeks to measure the economic costs to society.
▷ Commonly referred to in policy discussions but meanings and
targets of measurement differ. Two constructs that are
conceptually different but are mathematically similar
◦ local policy impact: marginal valuation at a possibly
socially inefficient allocation of resources

◦ global policy impact: marginal valuation at the socially
efficient allocation of resources; determines the socially
efficient (Pigouvian) tax on carbon emissions

▷ Both are “asset prices”!
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Adjusting for uncertainty in policy
and valuation

▷ construct robust policy rules along with corresponding
worst-case probabilities from the outcome of the two-player
game

▷ use the modified probabilities to make uncertainty adjustments
for ambiguity and misspecification concerns in valuation
formulas

Apply valuation adjustment to the SCC
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IV. Climate change example
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Climate policy under uncertainty
▷ There are many calls for immediate climate policy
implementation.

▷ Existing limits to our understanding of the timing and magnitude
of climate change impacts have led to apprehension by some.

▷ We study how a decision-maker confronts uncertainty in a
setting where:

◦ there will be future information about damage severity;
◦ but the value of further empiricism in the near term is
limited.
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Modeling Framework

Economic
well-being

Reserves CapitalExploration
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Modeling Framework

Economic
well-being

Reserves CapitalExploration
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Environment: production
AK model with adjustment costs

▷ Evolution of capital K

dKt = Kt

[
µk(Zt)dt+

It
Kt

− κ

2

(
It
Kt

)2
]
dt+ Ktσk · dWt.

where It is investment and κ > 0.
▷ Production

Ct + It + Jt = αKt

where Ct is intermediate consumption and Jt is investment in the
discovery of new fossil fuel reserves.

▷ intermediate consumption and emissions are combined to
produce a composite consumption good.

This is the “undamaged economy.”
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Divergent climate model predictions

Percentiles for temperature responses to emission impulses. The emission
pulse was 100 gigatons of carbon (GtC) spread over the first year. The
temperature units for the vertical axis have been multiplied by ten. The
boundaries of the shaded regions are the upper and lower envelopes based on
144 models.
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Histograms for the exponentially weighted average responses of
temperature to an emissions pulse from 144 different models using a
discount rate δ = .01
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A stochastic model of damages
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Possible proportional reductions of the productive capacity of the
economy. Temperature anomaly threshold is 1.5 degrees celsius.
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A stochastic model of damages
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Possible proportional reductions of the productive capacity of the
economy. Temperature anomaly threshold is 2.0 degrees celsius.
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Uncertain damage thresholds
▷ Threshold uncertainty captured by a jump process with m = 20
absorbing states.

▷ Each state corresponds to a value for the curvature of the damage
function beyond the jump date.

▷ Prior to the jump, there is a uniform distribution over the m = 20
potential damage curvatures.

▷ The decision-maker does not know when the jump will be
triggered - impose a jump intensity that is increasing and
concentrated on interval [y, y] for the temperature anomaly.
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Instantaneous objective

(1− η) (logCt − logNt) + η log Et
where:

▷ Ct is the “undamaged” consumption
▷ Nt is proportional damages at date t
▷ Et is emissions at date t

Absent exploration investment, the problem separates into two
subproblems:

▷ “undamaged” production/consumption
▷ climate change “damages” induced by fossil fuel emissions
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Ambiguity-adjusted climate model
probabilities
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The red histogram is the outcome of equally weighting all 144 climate
models. The blue histogram is the outcome of the minimization in the
social planner’s problem pertinent for social valuation.
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Robust-adjusted damage function
probabilities
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Red bars are the baseline probabilities and the blue bars are robust
adjustments to the probabilities induced by model misspecification
concerns. Left panel: ξu = 5, center panel: ξu = 1, right panel:
ξu = 0.3 where ξu is the penalization parameter.
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Social cost of carbon with
uncertainty
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temperature anomaly
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Post jump emissions as a function of
future damage curvature
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Summary of findings
The solution to our decision problem identifies two key results:

▷ the planner exhibits initial caution until damages are more fully
revealed;

▷ with this information, the decision-maker may be more wary or
bullish;

▷ there is a pronounced asymmetry in the responses with a small
fraction of more bullish responses and clustering of responses
that are cautious.
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Active research
▷ uncertain research and development giving rise to less carbon
intensive technologies

◦ two policy aims: i) reduce emissions and ii) provide R and
D subsidies to increase the likelihood of technological
solutions in the future

◦ uncertainty can have differential impacts on the two aims
▷ uncertain nonlinearity in the carbon/climate dynamics that could
produce “tipping point” like behavior
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Concluding remarks

▷ Uncertainty matters for policy tools like the social cost of carbon.
▷ Understanding the sources of subjective uncertainty in models
used by the private sector and by governments will make
economic policy more effective.
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Education is the path
from cocky ignorance to
miserable uncertainty
- Mark Twain
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